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Staying at Chabil Mar - Your Belize Guest Exclusive Resort

Chabil Mar Resort (Mayan for "Beautiful Sea") sits at the end of a 16-mile peninsula on one of
the most beautiful beaches in Belize. Nestled on nearly 400' of pristine Caribbean beachfront
with views of turquoise lagoons and lush mountains on the west, Chabil Mar, a paradise in the
heart of Placencia, is now celebrating its seventh year!

Offering the best of both worlds, Chabil Mar is a seaside sanctuary, yet it's only a stone's throw
away from action. It is the closest full-service luxury resort to the Village of Placencia. Guests
can enjoy an easy stroll along the beach or hop on a bicycle, kayak or golf cart to immerse
themselves in the restaurants,
art and culture of Belize, then effortlessly
slip back to the peacefulness of Chabil Mar.
(Contact Us)

Each of the 19 luxury villas has a private verandah with breathtaking views of the Caribbean
Sea. The luxurious accommodations strike a perfect balance between Belizean flair and modern
amenities. Original art and local artifacts complement the comforts of home. One and two
bedroom villas (some with lofts) grace the property. King sized beds, fine linens and bedding,
Belizean hardwood cabinetry, granite counter tops, fine tiling and marble, in spacious
1000-square-foot living areas, create a tranquil resort experience. Air conditioning, wireless
internet, and a host of other conveniences ensure guests feel welcome and pampered. In
addition, Chabil Mar boasts two sea-facing infinity pools, as well as sea kayaks, bicycles and
golf carts for the enjoyment of our guests.

At Chabil Mar, whether you're looking for a romantic rendezvous or active adventure, family fun
or peace and solitude, the Chabil Mar staff is on hand to tailor a vacation getaway just for you.
With an unwavering commitment to exceptional service that has earned them the recognition of
"Best Luxury Hotel in Central America for Luxury and Service" and the Travelers' Choice Award
on Trip Advisor for 4 years running, personalized service is a hallmark to a Chabil Mar
Placencia, Belize vacation . You’ll feel the difference.

Chabil Mar is the only full service resort in Placencia that reserves their property, restaurant and
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bar for the exclusive use of their guests. This is sure to please those who value their privacy
and solitude, while on vacation, as well as those seeking a relaxing stress-free vacation.

Intimate dining is a hallmark of your Chabil Mar experience. Enjoy white tablecloth service at Ca
fé Mar, our seaside restaurant specializing in locally inspired Belizean fare. Or, opt for the
personal touch,
dining on fresh menu selections served on your villa veranda, poolside, breezeway dining
areas, on the pier under the stars —or anywhere you desire! If you enjoy cooking, each villa has
a well-equipped kitchen and dining room or you may wish to cook out with your friends and
family at our exclusive outdoor grills. Our concierge can arrange shopping for you at our local
markets with delivery to your doorstep. In need of a private chef and serving staff, or custom
menus for special occasions? We will be happy to make these arrangements on your behalf.

As a boutique resort, we are uniquely positioned to create exactly the vacation, destination
wedding or honeymoon you’ve dreamed of. Our Guest Services Manager is available to serve
up that one-of-a-kind vacation!

Stay at Chabil Mar and “Know the Difference” personalized focus and attention to detail makes.
(
Contact Us
)
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